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INJECTIVE COMPACT DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES1

TAE HO CHOE

Abstract. In the category of zero-dimensional compact

distributive lattices and their continuous lattice-homomorphisms,

it is firstly shown that the injective objects are precisely the compact

Boolean algebras, and each object has an injective envelope.

Secondly, it is shown that the category of compact distributive

lattices and their continuous lattice-homomorphisms has no non-

trivial injective object.

By a topological lattice, we mean a lattice together with a Hausdorff

topology under which the two lattice operations are continuous.

Let D (D0) be the category of all compact (zero-dimensional respectively)

distributive lattices and their continuous lattice-homomorphisms.

All categorical terminologies and notations used in this paper are the

same as in [10]. In D (or £»0) it is easy to see that the monomorphisms are

precisely morphisms that are one-to-one. As the above abstract, we shall

show that each object in D0 has an injective extension not containing any

properly smaller such extension. Thus the behaviour of essential extensions

in D0 is quite similar with those of categories of all left modules over a

ring [8], and of all partially ordered sets (or all distributive lattices) [2],

[3]. The essential extension of D, however, behaves very badly.

We shall use AaB to denote the set {aAb\a e A and b e B} for two sub-

sets A and B of a lattice, and dually. A* is the closure of A.

1. Injective lattices and injective envelopes in D0. A topological lattice

is said to have small lattices iff it has a topological basis consisting of open

sublattices [6].

Lemma 1. Every zero-dimensional compact distributive lattice has small

lattices consisting of open, convex sublattices.

Proof. Such a lattice L is always topologically and algebraically em-

bedded into a compact Boolean lattice of type 2a [11]. Therefore L has
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enough characters to separate points [7]. It follows from (Theorems 4 and

5 in [7]) that L has a basis of open neighborhood which are convex sub-

lattices.

Lemma 2. Every zero-dimensional compact distributive lattice has small

lattices consisting of closed, open (=clopen), convex sublattices.

Proof. Let L he such a lattice. It is well known [1] that the operation

of forming C( V)=(L A V) n (Lv V) from a subset V of L preserves separately

each of the properties of being open, being closed (compact), being a sub-

lattice, and further that C(V) is the smallest convex subset containing V.

For an open neighborhood U of a e L, we can find an open convex sub-

lattice W of L such that a e W<= U, by Lemma 1. By hypothesis, there

exists a clopen neighborhood V of a such that Kc \V. Then C( V) is clopen

convex and C( V) c IF. Now let O be the family of all convex open sub-

lattices Ka containing a such that VX<=C(V). Clearly O is not empty by

Lemma 1, and <£> is inductive under inclusion. Therefore we can find a

maximal member V0 in O. Now we show that V0 is closed. Indeed, F*c

C(V). Let p=lnf V* and <7=Sup V*. Then p,q e V*. Again choose two

open sublattices Vx and F2 such that/> e Fxc=C(F) and^ e K2<=C(K).Let

W0=(LvVx)d(LAV2). Then 1F0 is an open convex sublattice, and V0=

W0. Therefore F*<= [p, q]<^ W0= V0. The proof is complete.

Lemma 3. In the category D0, the Boolean lattice 2 (={0, 1}) with the

discrete topology is an injective lattice.

Proof. Suppose that j: A-+L is a monomorphism, andf:A->2 is a

morphism in D0. Let l=j(f~1(0)) and J=j(f~1(l)). We assume that

ly£0?£j, otherwise, the case is trivial. Then / and J are compact sub-

lattices in L. Let a=Sup / and b=lnfj. Since a e L\(LvJ), there exists a

clopen sublattice M such that a e A/<=L\(Lv/). It follows that the clopen

ideal La M contains LAI. Similarly, we have a clopen sublattice N such

that b e N<=L\(LaM), and LvNcontains LvJ. Clearly, (Z,AA/)n(LvAT)=

0. Now consider the family <5 of all open ideals Vz of L such that LaA/<=

V„ and Van(LvN)=0. Then $ is not empty, and it is inductive under

inclusion. Let V be a maximal member in O. Show again that V is closed.

In fact, clearly, V*n(LvN)=0. Setting x=Sup V*, we choose a clopen

sublattice W such that x e W<= L\(LvAr). La W is an open ideal of L con-

taining LaM, and (LaW)C\(LvN)=0. Hence we have V=LAWby the

maximality of K. Thus xeV, and hence F= V*. Since F is an ideal, we

have V=xAL. Further, x is a meet-irreducible element. For, if x=<xAß,

then either a £ LvN or /? £ LvA''. Say a £ LvN. Again choose a clopen sub-

lattice IF such that a e W and Wr\(LvN)= 0. Then K<= IFaL, and hence

V=WAL. Thus a=;c.
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Now we define g:L-*2 as follows: g(y)=0 if y e Fand g(y)=\ if y £ V.

Then it is easy to see that g is a continuous lattice-homomorphism which

is an extension of/, i.e.,f=g «j.

By a power set (topological) lattice, we mean a product topological

lattice 2" of a lattices 2 with the discrete topology. It is known [5] that

every compact Boolean topological lattice is iseomorphic (algebraically

and topologically) with a power set topological lattice.

Theorem 1.   In the category D0, Q is injective iffQ is a power set lattice.

Proof. Suppose that Q is injective. By [11], Q is embedded into a

power set lattice 2* algebraically and topologically. For the identity

map : Q-+Q, there exists a continuous lattice-homomorphism : 2"—>-Q, which

is onto. Thus Q is a retract of 2a. Hence Q is also a power set lattice. The

converse is trivial by Lemma 3.

The assertion "2'*<2i implies a.^ß for any cardinals a, ß" is known to be

independent as an axiom of set theory. However, the following lemma is

easy to prove:

Lemma 4. For two cardinals a, ß, if the power set lattice 2" is lattice-

embedded into 2ß, then a^/3.

Proof. Let / be a one-to-one lattice-homomorphism of 2' into 2ß.

For each x e a,/carries the characteristic function of {x} to the character-

istic function of a subset Sx of/?. Let S0 be the subset of/? whose character-

istic function is the image of 0 (=the characteristic function of 0) in 2"

under/ Then, clearly, SX\SZ ?¿ 0 for all x e a, and (Sx\SJn(S,J\S!a)=0

for all x and yea. (xj£y). Let /?„ be the union of SX\S0 (x e a). Then

/S0^a, thus/S^a.    D

For L e D0, a power set topological lattice 2" is said to be generated by

L if a is the first cardinal among all those a such that L is embedded into

2X algebraically and topologically. It is then easy to see that the embedding

preserves the least and the greatest elements.

Theorem 2. Every L e D0 has an injective envelope that is the power

lattice generated by L.

Proof. Let 2X be the power lattice generated by L, and ; be the em-

bedding of L into 2". Let [iL] be the Boolean algebra algebraically gener-

ated by the underlying lattice of i(L) in 2". Then [iL]* is a compact Boolean

topological lattice. Thus it is a power set lattice 2ß, in which L is algebraic-

ally and topologically embedded. By Lemma 4, ß^x. Thus a.=ß. Hence

[iL] is a dense subset of 2". Now consider the following:

L —► [iL] cr-^M,
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where /' is the above embedding, and g is a morphism: 2"—>-M such that

g o ; is a monomorphism.

Let g(2a)=2y. Since 2" is injective in D0, for the monomorphism g ° i

and /, there exists a morphism F: T-+2* such that F o (go i)=i. Hence Fog

is the identity on i(L). Since g:2"^-2y and i preserve the least and the

greatest elements, Fog preserves the complement operations of [iL], It

follows that F o g is the identity on [iL], and hence it is the identity on 2".

Thus g is a monomorphism. The proof is complete.

2. Injective lattices in D. In this section we shall show that every in-

jective lattice in D is trivial, namely the only injective lattice is a singleton

lattice. Suppose that Q is injective in D. If the cardinal of Q is greater than

2, then for x e Q (O^x^ 1) let M be the sublattice {0, x, 1} of Q, and let

TV be a discrete Boolean algebra {0, x, x , 1}. For the inclusion / of M into

N, we can find a morphism f:N—>-Q such that/° i=j, where y is the in-

clusion of M into Q. Clearly f(x') is a complement element off(x) (=x)

in Q. Therefore Q must be a compact Boolean lattice.

From this observation, it is easy to see the following:

Theorem 3.    Every infective lattice in D is trivial.

Proof. Let Q be injective. Then g is a power set lattice, say 2*.

Suppose that a^l. Let/ be the monomorphism: 2-*I, where /=[0, I] is

the unit interval with the ordinary topology and order, such thaty'(0)=0

andy'(l)=l. For the morphism /': 2-*2a with /(0)=0 and /(1)=I, there

exists a morphism/: /-*-2* such that/°_/=/. But 2" is a totally disconnected

nondegenerate space. This is a contradiction.
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